
          

Spelling Words: just, help, pretty, first  

Word Study Pattern:   

short o: flop, hop  

long o:  rope, note 

           

  This unit focuses on adding and subtracting single digit num-

bers in any order, focusing on adding numbers in any order, 

shifting from counting by 1’s to counting by groups, particularly 

groups of ten or more, which lays the foundation for student’s 

work with place value and the base 10 number system; and devel-

oping and refining strategies for solving a variety of addition and 

subtracting problems. It also introduces the mathematical pro-

cesses,. Students are introduced to several classroom routines 

that offer practice with composing and decomposing numbers, 

addition and subtracting facts, telling time, and counting, collect-

ing, and analyzing data. 

Writing Workshop 
• Take plans from a graphic organ-

izer and turn them into a story 

draft 

• Use spelling strategies to spell unknown 

words independently  

• Revise their own work by adding more de-

tails 
• Edit their work by finding and fixing capi-

talization, punctuation and spelling errors 
• Work with peers to share writing and col-

laborate during the revising and editing 
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Vocabulary and Grammar 
Our vocabulary words and grammar skill this 

week are taken from Chrysanthemum. The 

grammar skill will cover plural nouns. The vo-

cabulary words are 

scarcely- barely or hardly 

wilted- drooped 

dreadful- awful or terrible 

sprouted- grew  

Social Studies 
This week we will continue our first unit 

“Where We Live”. We will begin to use 

our passport and travel the world while 

learning about other continents. We 

loved seeing the penguins in Antarctica. Ask your 

child to sing you the Antarctic Anthem. We will also 

be discussing different map skills such as using a 

compass to help us with direction.  

Important Dates 
  

Sept. 18— Math homework due 

Sept. 18– Snap Word/Vocab/word Work test 

Reading Workshop 
  
Kicking Off the Reading Workshop: 

 This week we will focus on getting to know our 

books really well by stopping and thinking, record-

ing our thoughts on sticky notes, and reading to 

retell our books to our reading partners. We will 

learn how to mark important, surprising, and in-

teresting parts in our books to share our thinking. 

The students are also retelling their stories to 

themselves and a partner. They will learn strate-

gies to use with words they can read, but don’t un-

derstand. The students will work on being a fluent 

reader by reading smoothly, quickly, and effi-

ciently. 

 


